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14 September 2018
A moral governance crisis: the growing lack of democratc collaboraton and scientic pluralism in
Cochrane
I regret to inform you that I have been expelled from membership in the Cochrane Collaboraton by
the favourable vote of 6 of the 13 members of the Governing Board. No clear reasoned justicaton
has been given for my expulsion aside from accusing me of causing “disrepute” for the organizaton.
This is the irst tme in 25 years that a member has been excluded from membership of Cochrane.
This unprecedented acton taken by a minority of the Governing Board is disproportonate and
damaging to Cochrane, as well as to public health interests.
As a result of this decision, and a number of broader issues concerning the inadequate governance of
Cochrane, in accordance with its principles and objectves, four other members of the Board have
resigned. As a result, the Cochrane Collaboraton has entered an unchartered territory of crisis and
lack of strategic directon. A recovery from this dire situaton would call for the dissoluton of the
present board, new electons and a broad-based partcipatory debate about the future strategy and
governance of the organizaton. In just 24 hours the Cochrane Governing Board of thirteen members
has lost ive of its members, four of which are centre directors and key members of the organizaton
in different countries.
Recently the central executve team of Cochrane has failed to actvate adequate safeguards, not only
technical ones (which are usually very good) to assure sufcient policies in the ields of
epistemology, ethics and morality. Transparency, open debate, critcism and expanded partcipaton
are tools that guarantee the reducton of uncertainty of reviews and improve the public percepton
of the democratc scientic process. These are conditons and tools that cannot be eliminated, as has
happened recently, without placing into serious doubt the rigorous scientic undertaking of
Cochrane and eroding public conidence in Cochrane´s work. My expulsion should be seen in this
context.
There has also been a serious democratc deicit. The role of the Governing Board has been radically
diminished under the intense guidance of the current central executve team and the Board has
increasingly become a testmonial body that rubber-stamps highly inalized proposals with practcally
no ongoing in-put and exchange of views to formulate new policies. On dozens of issues the Board
can only vote yes or no with very litle opportunity to amend or modify the executve team´s
proposals.
This growing top-down authoritarian culture and an increasingly commercial business model that
have been manifested within the Cochrane leadership over the past few years threaten the scientic,
moral and social objectves of the organizaton. Many Cochrane centres have sustained negatve
pressure and a lack of productve dialogue with the CEO of the central ofce. .pon alertng the
Cochrane leadership of these worrisome tendencies that negatvely affect the operability and social
percepton of our scientic work, the Nordic Cochrane Centre has received a number of threats to its
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existence and inancing. Many of the directors or other key staff of the oldest Cochrane centres in
the world have conveyed their dissatsfacton with the senior central stafffs interactons with them.
While the declared aims of interactons with the central ofce is to improve the quality of our work,
the heavy-handed approach of some of the central staff has sometmes created a negatve
environment for new scientic initatves, open collaboraton and academic freedom. There has also
been critcism in Cochrane concerning the over-promoton of favourable reviews and conficts of
interest and the biased nature of some scientic expert commentary used by the knowledge
translaton department of Cochrane.
At the same tme, Cochrane has been giving less and less priority and importance to its civic and
politcal commitment to promotng open access, open data, scientic transparency, avoiding
conficts of interest and, in general, not promotng a public interest innovaton model. I feel that
these issues are intricately related to providing “beter evidence” as the Cochrane moto professes.
Recently the Cochrane executve leadership has even refused to comment publicly on new health
technology policies, open access policies and other key advocacy opportunites despite the fact that
an auditng of Cochrane fulilment of objectves has shown a total failure to comply with Cochrane
advocacy objectves. There is stronger and stronger resistance to say anything that could bother
pharmaceutcal industry interests. The excuse of lack of tme and staff (around 50) is not credible.
There has also been great resistance and stalling on the part of the central executve team to
improving Cochrane´s confict of interest policy. A year ago, I proposed that there should be no
authors of Cochrane reviews to have inancial conficts of interests with companies related to the
products considered in the reviews. This proposal was supported by other members of the Board,
but the proposal has not progressed at all.
The Cochrane executve leadership almost always uses the commercial terms of “brand”, “products”
and “business” but almost never describes what is really a collaboratve network with the values of
sharing, independence and openness. To the chagrin of many senior leaders in Cochrane, the word
“Collaboraton”, which is part of our registered charity name, was deleted from communicatons
about Cochrane. Nevertheless, it is precisely “collaboraton” that is the key to what distnguished
Cochrane from other scientic organisatons where competton is at the forefront. The collaboratve
aspect, social commitment, our independence from commercial interests and our mutual generosity
are what people in Cochrane have always appreciated the most and have been our most cherished
added-value.
Often it is forgoten that we are a scientic, grass-roots organisaton whose survival depends entrely
on unpaid contributons from tens of thousands of volunteers and substantal governmental support
throughout the world. We make a substantal contributon to peoplefs understanding and
interpretaton of scientic evidence on the beneits and harms of medical interventons, devices and
procedures that impact the populaton.
Our work informs government legislaton globally, it infuences medical guidelines and drug approval
agencies. Therefore, the integrity of the Cochrane Collaboraton is paramount. We pride ourselves
on being global providers of “trusted evidence” on a foundaton of values such as openness,
transparency and collaboraton.
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However, in recent years Cochrane has signiicantly shifted more to a business - a proit-driven
approach. Even though it is a not-for-proit charity, our “brand” and “product” strategies are taking
priority over getng out independent, ethical and socially responsible scientic results. Despite our
clear policies to the contrary, my centre, and others, have been confronted with atempts at
scientic censorship, rather than the promoton of pluralistc, open scientic debate about the
merits of concrete Cochrane reviews of the beneits and harms of health care interventons.
Because of this moral governance crisis of the Cochrane Collaboraton, I decided to run for a seat on
the Governing Board and was elected in early 2017, with the most votes of all 11 candidates. It was
considered an achievement, especially since I was the only one who had questoned aspects of our
leadership. Regretably today, I have been expelled
because of my “behaviour”, while the hidden agenda of my expulsion is a clear strategy for a
Cochrane that moves it further and further away from its original objectves and principles. This is
not a personal queston. It is a highly politcal, scientic and moral issue about the future of
Cochrane. As most people know, much of my work is not very favourable to the inancial interests of
the pharmaceutcal industry. Because of this Cochrane has faced pressure, critcism and complaints.
My expulsion is one of the results of these campaigns.
What is at stake is the ability of producing credible and trustworthy medical evidence that our
society values and needs.
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